Apollo VIII tracking data have been analyzed to obtain new evidence for a mascon in the neighborhood of Sinus Aestuum. Data from elliptical and nearly circular lunar orbits of Apollo VIII can be interpreted in terms of a mascon in this region at a depth of approximately 100 kilometers which has a mass on the order of 5 x 10 6 lunar masses and gives rise to a gravitational anomaly at the lunar surface of roughly 250 milligals.
LUNAR MASCON EVIDENCE FROM APOLLO ORBITS
Analyses of the gravitational field of the moon in terms of spherical harmonic expansions of its potential have been presented by several investigators. [1] [2] [3] [4] Certain features of the effect of the moon's gravitational field upon the motions of spacecraft in the Lunar Orbiter series have been interpreted by Muller and Sjog.en in terms of lunar mass concentrations, or mascons. `' They identified six mascons associated with major ringed maria and also found evidence for at least one and possibly two additional mascons in the region between Sinus Aestuum and Sinus Medii. They assumed that this represented a feature which was once similar to a ringed sea and has since been obscured by impact debris. They noted that data from a key orbit which might have shod further light on this interesting region were, unfortunately, missing.
Apollo VIII completed ten orbital revolutions of the moon at Christmastime in 1968. During the first two lunar revolutions the perilune height was 110 kilometers, the apolune height was 310 kilometers, and the period was 129 minutes.
A coplanar circularizing maneuver carried out between the second and third lunar revolutions put Apollo VIII into a nearly circular orbit having a perilune height of 110 kilometers, an apolune height of 113 kilometers and a period of 119 minutes. 6 In the case of both the elliptical and the nearly circular orbits, the inclination was 12 0 retrograde and the orientation of the orbit was such that the spacecraft passed over the region between Sinus Aestuum and Sinus Medii which is located at the center of the lunar disc. During the first two lunar revolutions the spacecraft travelled over this area at altitudes of approximately 310 kilometers, while during the last eight lunar revolutions it passed over nearly the same area at altitudes close to 112 kilometers. (Cf. Fig. 1 . )
The Apollo spacecraft are tracked by means of the Unified S-band Tracking The present analysis is based upon a set of orbits each of which was determined using tracking data for a single revolution and a gravitational model which included a triaxial lunar field and effects due to the earth and the sun. The values used for the unnormalized lunar harmonic coefficients were J2 = 2.072 x 10 4 and C 22 = 0.202 x 10 4 . Preliminary estimates indicate that the range rate residual derivatives observed near Sinus Aestuum during the first two lunar revolutions of Apollo VIII had maxima whose average value was about 0. 15 mm/sec t . Similarly, an estimate of about 0. 56 mm/sec t , or 56 milligals, was obtained for the mean of the maximum values of range rate residual derivatives obtained near this region during the last four lunar revolutions of Apollo VIII. These two mean values were based upon two-way Doppler data. The probable error of the arithmetic mean in the former case was about one milligal and in the latter case about threequarters of a milligal. Here the probable error of the arithmetic mean was taken to be the ratio Q /^Vn in which the quantity, Q, given by the expression
denotes the probable error of a single measure when k has the familiar value 0. 67449, n denotes the number of measures in the set under consideration which, here, is the set of maximum values of the range rate residual derivatives, and the rm denc to the residuals of these measures relative to the mean of this set.
These forraulas, due toBessel, apply to Gaussian distributions.
They may not reflect the true state of affairs, however, if the force model or the tracking system description is inappropriate. In the presence of biaslike effects, for example, the error associated with the mean may not tend toward zerc, as t;he number of measures increases indefinitely. It is possible, theoretically, to calculate probable errors in these cases, too, although, in practice, it is not always a simple matter actually to carry through the process. In a number of instances of this type, however, a useful characterization or estimate of the uncertainty of the mean is provided by the quantity obtained through the Sets of residuals of three-way Doppler data also were obtained from Apollo VIII using additional tracking sites. These data were more numerous than the two-way Doppler data, however, they exhibited greater scatter. They were generally consistent with the results derived from the two-way Doppler data.
There are other factors, as was indicated previously, which could also af- It is of interest to note that the estimate of the acceleration increment maximum given above for Apollo VIII in its nearly circular lunar orbit at 112 kilometers altitude is consistent with the acceleration value normalized to 100 kilometers altitude which they reported for this region, and that the value for the depth of the Sinus Aestuum mascon feature based upon the two types of Apollo VIII lunar orbits is consistent with the general range of depths which they and their colleagues reported on the basis of the analysis of distinct spacecraft. 9
Their findings were based upon the tracking of Lunar Orbiter spacecraft by means of the NASA Deep Space Network operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. As was noted above, the results reported here are eased upon Apollo VIII tracking data obtained by means of the NASA Manned Space Flight Network's Unified S-band Tracking System. The results reported here thus include a direct confirmation of a mascon feature for which they found evidence. This confirmation is independent in the sense that it is based upon data obtained from a different tracking system operating in a different n,twork. The present results were derived using computer programs and types of computers which are different from the ones employed in their analysis of the Lunar Orbiter data.
The confirmation is thus independent ir. this sense also.
It is planned to refine these results and to continue the analysis in terms of representations involving spherical harmonics, mass points and mass concen- 
